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Abstract : The internal disruptions ar e found to play an i mportant role in 
preventing impurity accumula ti on . We describe several situations where 
s trong peaking of metallic impurities i n the pl asma center is obeerved 
after suppression of the sawtooth act ivity. 

I. Introduction 
The possibility of high level impurity accumulation in t okamaks and 
stellarators was a l ready recognized in the early days of these devices . 
From a theoretical point of vi ew the principle mechani sms leading to 
accumulation became quite evident : The frictional forces be tween impurity 
(z) and background ions (i) should result in radial ambipolar interchange 
fluxes (Zfz-- fi) , such that the high Z impurities are rapidly dr iven 
towards the plasma center . 
In the experiments, on the other hand , such a dramati c accumulation was 
generally not observed . During the last years , however , a number of ob
servat i ons showed clear evidence that , at least under certain conditions , 
strong impurity accumulation can occur /1 , 2/ , and in the following we will 
discuss the various observations made on ASDEX. 

II . Impurity accumulation and counteracting mechanisms 
Impurity accumul ation was observed in ASDEX for the first time during the 
quiescent H-phase achieved by NI heating . As reported in /3/ the~e dis
char ges collapse because of tremendous radiation l osses in the plasma 
center. The quiescent H- mode differs from the normal one by the lack of 
bursts caused by edge local ized modes (ELMs) . It was originally assumed 
t hat accumulation can be prevented in the normal H- phase due t o 
count erating mechanisms being correlated wi th the ELMs . A more detailed 
analys i s , however , revealed that also in this case a quite simil2r 
accumulation of metallic impurities takes place /4/ . The main difference 
between normal and quiescent H- phase is f ound in the Fe-impurity 
concen t ration (and hence the Fe influxes) during the preceding L-phase . 
Th i s concentration is typically three times hi~her for the quiescent case . 
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It is s till unclear whether during the H-mode the ELMs effectivel y i mprove 
t he screeni ng efficiency of the plasma or if they are rather an i ndication 
of low metall ic influxes . 
Comparing ASDEX with other tokamaks /2/ , we have to realize that in our 
experiments sawteeth do not occur during the H-phase . Therefore, the above 
accumulation is presumably more pronounced in ASDEX since the count eracting 
effect of the internal disruption is missing . The dispersing effect of 
sawteeth (st) has already been shown in a number of investigations /1 , 5/ . 
In ASDEX we have studied this effect by means of: a) current ramp-up to 
increasing plateaus , b) Kr gas puffing , c) pellet injection . 
In addition , we have investigated sawtooth initiation duri ng the early cur
rent build-up phase . Frequentl y , the fi rst sawtooth i s a very pronounced 
event (the so-cal led "Ereignis", further discussed in /6/) . By compar i son 
with discharges where the sawteeth grow continuously fr om noise level , some 
information on the t ransport induced by sawteeth can be obtained . Such a 
comparison is shown in Fig . 1. It is seen that the discharge exhibiting the 
"Ereignis" shcws a substantial increase in the central soft X-ray (SX) in
tensities prier to the st-crash . After the crash, the SX- signal (dominated 
by Fe) approaches rapidly the trace of the reference shot. We also note 
that there is practically no effect to be seen on other spectroscopic 
signal s (FeXVI , OVIII) emitted from outside half the minor radius . Tak i ng 
further into account that central t emperatures diff er only by ~1% in t he 
two cases , we conclude: Sawteeth expell in short pulses i mpurit i es out of 
the centr al region but do not lead to a net loss of particles from the 
plasma vol ume. 
The e ffect of sawtooth suppression by current ramp-up has been described in 
171 . Here it suffices to repeat the essential findings : Firstly, the pro
cedure is not successful in any case. Depending on small changes of some 
unknown parameters , st may be suppressed or sustain with marked amplitude 
for the residual part (-2s) of the discharge. In case of suppression , only 
two changes are observed: 1) the ne- prof ile i s becoming more peaked , and 2) 
the central rcdiation losses are cons iderabl y increased (- factor 10 for 
qa~3) and become comparable to the input power of -0 . 2 W/cm3, although the 
Zeff determined by resisti vity i s as low as ~ 1 . 5 . Moreover , insplte of the 
hi gh radiation losses , both the total energy content and the central energy 
density remai~ unchanged i n comparison with the st case . Thus , a concomi
tant substant ial r eduction of the thermal conductivity is to be inferred . 

Similar effects can be observed by applying Kr - puff ing as demonstrated 
in Fig . 2 . Shot ~19691 is a discharge following a shot into wh ich Kr had 
been blown . The SX-rays (as well as Kr-lines of highly ionized ions) are 
seen to increase monotonously. As to be seen from the st-ampl l:ude Ac (ne -
<ne >)l<ne > (with <ne > being the averaged line-density) plotted on top of 
Fig.2 , there are no sawteeth developped in this discharge . The following 
shot had even l ess Kr and this t ime st occur after t=0 .72 s. The reduction 
in the central soft X-rays is evident (whereas the non-central OV III
radiation is nearly uneffected) . 
As mentioned above , another method for st-suppression is the injection of 
pellets with the centrifuge system . This has been done in ohmic discharges 
and also under carbonized conditions during counter- NI heating (see Ref . 
/8/ for more detail) . The salient features to be observed during the post 
pellet phase , when the st activity is reduced or even quenched are as de-
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scribed before: Peaking of the ne-profile, accumulat i on o f meta: impurities 
and improvement of energy confinemen t . 
In the following, we concentrate on the accumulation aspects of two dis
charges with PNI• 0 . 45 MW (ff20032) and 0 .9 MW (#20033) counter N: (t =0 . 9 -
1 . 5s) into which 5 pellets have been injected (t•l . 1 - 1 . 3s) . In Fig . 3 we 
show the SX- signal of the second shot . The times of pel let inject ion are to 
be recognized from the ne -trace depicted on top of Fig. 3. After t he last 
pellet the sawteeth 0vanish (with one large exception) and the SX and TiXX 
intensities (A· 256 A, peaking approx imately at r • lO cm) are seen to rise 
exponentially . In Fi g . 4 we compare the SX and TiXX radiation on log-scale 
for the two cited discharges . Each of the two signals is seen to rise very 
similar with a multi plier of -2 for the shot with doubled NI power . This 
proportionality to PNI i s also found from bolometer array measurements 
yielding very peake d profiles with cent r al radiation losses as high as 0 . 5 
and 0 . 9 W/cm3 fo r the two discharges . Despite these large losses the cen
tral Te drop is only about 10 j (Te ,max• l . 4 keV) . Assuming Ti being the 
most abundant metall i c impurity in these discharges (Fe being strongly r e
duced by car boni za tion) we need a central density of nTi(O)lne(O)= l - 2% . 
Invoking the collision parameter a=z2nzlni>4 , we conclude that the inter
action of the impurity ions among themselves is much larger than with the 
background ions - a situation impos ing greates t difficul ties in theory . 
However, the parallel development of the s ignals shown in Fig . 4 demon
strates that nonl inear impurity transport processes , with the poss i bi lity 
of enhanced impurity accumula tion on account of the high impurity density 
(as di scussed in /2/) , are probabl y unimportant. 

III . Transport simulation 
Our observations suggest the following ansatz for the impurity fluxes: 

rz(r , t) = fs(r , t) + fanCr) + fneo<z , r) 
with 

fs = kAkP(t-tk) Vs(r)nz 
fan = -Dan<rl n ' z - vin (r )nz 
fneo = - Di(r)nz +Z(r)D(r)[ni ' /ni - (o .5+1/Z)Ti ' /Ti] 

rs represents the expelling effect of the sawteeth with P(t) being a pulse 
like-function fan describes the underlyi ng anomalous transport which is 
assumed equal for all particles , and finally fneo is the neoclassical t erm 
191 (notation : ·-cl or) . 
We have s imulat ed our experimental results using an impurity transport code 
applying meas ured Te (r , t) and ne (r , t) . Particul ar emphasis has been devoted 
to the accumulation phase of #20033 . In Fig . 3 we have included our results 
for the SX and TiXX chord integrals. All sawteeth were modelled i n t he same 
way: f s ,k•Vs 0 exp{-Kt-tk)/ T]2} (r/r0 )exp(-r/r0 )2 with r 0 =15 cm , p lms , Vs 0• 
1 OOO emfs . Most remarkably , these pulses control the peak i ng of the pro
files very effectively at the beginning when the repetition time is still 
high . Assuming Dan•500 cm2/s , Vin= 70 r/a cm/s, the peak i ng of the ne
profiles could be roughl y simulated by treati ng hydrogen in t he code . 
Finally , in order to attain at least approximately the strong Ti peaking 
observed from the radiation profiles , we had to double the neoclass ical 
drift term and dropping the outward Ti ' /Ti ter m therein . 
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Fig . 1 : Soft X-ray em i ss ion in two 
discharges with different sawtooth 
initiation . 
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Fig . 3: Impurity accumulation i n 
case of pell et injection during 
t he (counter) NI phase . 
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~ Increase of central SX radi
ation due to sawtooth suppress i on 
by means of Kr puffing. 
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Fig.Q: Development of SX and TiXX radi
ation , demonstrating the simi larity of 
Ti accumulation in shots with different 
Ti infl uxes . 
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